
A trans�nite hierarchy of reals�George BarmpaliasSchool of MathematicsUniversity of LeedsLeeds LS2 9JT, U.K.georgeb@amsta.leeds.ac.ukJuly 26, 2002AbstractWe extend the hierarchy de�ned in [5] to cover all hyperarithmeticalreals. An intuitive idea is used for the de�nition, but a characterizationof the related classes is obtained. A hierarchy theorem and two �xedpoint theorems (concerning computations related to the hierarchy) arepresented.1 IntroductionA real number x can be represented by its binary expansion, i.e. a set Asuch that n 2 A () the n-th binary digit of x is 1. In this case we writex = x[A]. Thus the classical hierarchies of computability theory (e.g. thearithmetical, the hyperarithmetical hierarchy) can be seen as hierarchies ofreals. However, the classes of reals we get in this way are not natural from thepoint of view of computable analysis 1; for, important classes like c.e. or co-c.e. reals (that is, left aproximable and right aproximable reals, see [5]) arenot classes of these hierarchies. Weihrauch and Zheng [5] de�ned a naturalhierarchy of length ! which is closely related to the (recursion theoritic)arithmetical one and classes as the c.e. and co-c.e. reals are classes of thehierarchy2. Moreover the de�nition reects the di�culty of aproximating�To appear in Mathematical Logic Quarterly 49 no 3 (2003)1This is only one disadvantage of the binary representation of reals. In general thisrepresentation is not acceptable in computable analysis because it gives rise to peculiarsituations.2other, lower complexity hierarchies have been studied in Rettinger, Zheng, Gengler,von Braunmhl[2], Weihrauch and Zheng[4] and Zheng, Weihrauch, Ambos-Spies[6].1



a real by a sequence of rationals. The purpose of this paper is to extendthis hierarchy as far as possible, by using the same idea: reals are classi�edaccording to the `order' of the pre�x of sup� inf alternations that is neededin front of a computable object, in order to get them (this statement willbecome more clear and precise in the following sections). In section 2 wegive the intuitive idea behind the de�nition given in the next section. Insection 4 we give a characterization of the reals of a class in the hierarchywhich allows us to prove the hierarchy theorem in section 5. In section 4 wealso prove the invariance of the hierarchy under the system of notation usedin its de�nition. The relation of our hierarchy to the hyperarithmetical oneis given in section 6. Finally a couple of �xed point theorems regarding aspecial kind of computations with a variable oracle (which arised from thede�nition of the hierarchy) is given in the last section.2 The basic ideaWe want to extend the hierarchy de�ned in [5] in terms of �nitely manyalternations of sup and inf in front of a computable function f : N ! Q;and we want to use the same idea. Intuitively, at in�nite successor levels(which correspond to in�nite successor ordinals) we want to have an in�nitepre�x (and in particular of the order type of the corresponding ordinal) ofsup-inf alternations. But of course, a computable function has only �nitelymany arguments, and so it is impossible to apply this idea directly. However,we can do it indirectly; in terms and notation of [5] we de�ne �! = �! = �!to be the set of all arithmetical real numbers, i.e. [i2!�i. Now a number xin �!+1 is one that can be obtained as the supremum of a sequence fxigi2!whose terms are of the formxi = supi1 infi2 : : :�m(i)fi(i1; : : : ; im(i)) (1)where �i is supi if i is odd and inf i otherwise; ffigi2! is a computablesequence of computable functions with rational values such that fi has m(i)variables (for natural numbers), m computable (say non-decreasing, un-bounded) function.We can picture the computable functions (with rational image) arrangedin a hierarchy of height ! so that at level 0 we have constants and at levelm > 0 we have the computable functions of m arguments; and we regard afunction f to be `higher' than one g with less arguments because in general,2



f pre�xed (with the usual sup � inf pre�x) can give more complex realsthan g.So, what we did in order to obtain a number in �!+1 is to go e�ectivelythrough the whole hierarchy of [5] (by choosing the `rank'm(i) and the pro-gram i of f and pre�x it accordingly) and put a sup on the top. Intuitively,we picture x as sup : : :sup inf F (2)where F is a `higher-type' computable object, in this case a computablesequence of computable sequences of rationals; and speaking informally, thepre�x has order-type ! + 1 (reading it from right to left).We can de�ne �!+1 accordingly (by exchanging the occurences of infand sup in the above). At the next successor levels, we just increase numberof arguments of the higher-type object, and add the usual sup�inf pre�x forthose arguments. In particular, to get a number in �!+2 we do what we didin the case of �!+1 but using a computable double sequence of computablesequences and �xing the second argument; so we get a sequence which goese�ectively through �!+1 whose in�mum (if it exists) is a number in �!+2(one can show that if we take the supremum of such a sequence, we willnever get out of �!+1). We picture such a number x as follows:x = inf sup : : :sup inf Fwhere this time F is a `higher-type' computable object of order ! + 2.We can continue in the way described above, and de�ne even higher classes.What we need if we are on a given level is to be able to select e�ectivelyobjects of lower levels, i.e. to compute the level and the object of that levelwe want to select. This requirement restricts us in the initial segment ofcomputable (i.e. recursive) ordinals and also forces us to employ a systemof notations for these ordinals; Kleene's O is a straightforward choice.In the following, we often use the term `�nite limit':De�nition 1. If we have an expression of the form x(m) = limi!1 f(i;m)where f : Nn+1 ! R, n � 0 and for all m 2 Nn �i:f(i;m) is eventuallyconstant, then we say that x is a �nite limit of f (or just a �nite limit ifit is clear which function is f or even that the limits in that expression are�nite). We use the analogous expressions when we have sup or inf in placeof lim. 3



In order to make things simpler, we use the followingProposition 1. From n > 0 and a function f : Nn ! Q such thatx := supi1 infi2 : : :�inf(i1; : : : ; in)exists;we can go e�ecticely (in fact primitive recursively) to a fuction g : Nn ! Qsuch that: x = supi1 limi2 : : : limin g(i1; : : : ; in)where the limits are �nite and the sequence yi = limi2 : : : limi3 g(i1; : : : ; in)is strictly increasing.The proof of this can be obtained by iterating the procedure used in theproof of Lemma 3.1 in [5], and so it is omitted. With proposition 1 in mindwe can think of expressions of the form sup inf : : :�f as sup lim : : : lim fand even expressions like (2) as sup : : : lim limF and so on; since when wehave an e�ective sequence of sup inf : : :�f expressions (as this was discussedabove) we can transform it in a computable way to the sup lim : : : lim f form.3 The de�nitionAfter this informal discussion and in order to de�ne the hierarchy of reals, wegive a de�nition of the class of higher-type objects HT dependent on a systemof ordinal notations S. These computable objects � will be projected to Rvia suitable operators Sup; Inf; Lim and the expressions Sup�; Inf�; Lim� willrepresent what we informally called "pre�x of an in�nite order type over ahigher type object".Notation. Let S be a system of notation. We denote jnjS the ordinal withnotation n, and pS the partial computable function which gives a notationfor the predecessor of the ordinal represented by its argument (if this exists).We write qS for the function which gives an index of a computable functionwhose succesive values are notations for an increasing sequence of ordinalsconverging to the ordinal represented by its argument. �A system of notation S can be viewed as a well-founded tree: we saythat n <S m when n;m 2 S and n can be obtained by applying successivelythe following operations starting from m:� when we have t 2 S which denotes a successor ordinal, we can aply pSand get a new number 4



� when we have s 2 S which denotes a limit ordinal, we can aply qS andget any member of the resulting sequence.One can see that hS; <Si is a well-founded tree 3.Lemma 1. Let hS; <Si be a notation system. There is a partial computablefunction f such that if x 2 S thenWf(x) = fy : y �S xgProof. Enumerate in stages:� stage 0: Enumerate x.� stage s + 1: Look at each member y of the �nite set of elementsalready enumerated: if y is successor then enumerate pS(y); and iflimit, enumerate the �rst s elements of the sequence with index qS (y).It is not hard to prove that the algorithm works (if y <S x is not enu-merated, then prove by induction up to x that no z with y <S z <S x isenumerated; a contradiction).Lemma 2. Given a notation system hS; <Si there is a partial computablefunction suc (called successor function) such thatn <S m) suc(n;m) �S m & pS(suc(n;m)) = nProof. To compute suc(n;m) start enumerating the predecessors ofm check-ing simulteneously the successor elements x whether pS(x) = n. When you�nd such number x, output x.Notation. We use the lower case Greek letters �; �; ; � to denote ordinalsand (in general) m;n; t; s; i; x for naturals. Also, we assume an e�ectiveenumeration of the partial computable functions f�ig, a pairing function h:; :iand its inverses (:)1, (:)2. We denote n-vectors by bold face letters. Finallyin a pre�x supi1 inf i2 : : :�im , � denotes the m-th term of this alternatingsequence of sup; inf (similarly for inf i1 supi2 : : :�im). �3If one takes Kleene's O then the order relation described here is identical to <O.5



De�nition 2. Given a system of notation S we de�ne a hierarchy of func-tions HT = [<�K (where � is the �rst ordinal not having a notation underS) and index them simulteneously by induction up to �. Let fcngn2A bean e�ective numbering of constants in Q (A is a computable set of naturalnumbers).� stage 0 :We set �hn;ti = cnfor all n 2 A and t with jtjS = 0. We denote the set of all such indiceshn; ti by I0 and K0 = f�i : i 2 I0g.� stage � +m (here � is limit or 0 and m > 0): We set�hn;ti : !m ! K��hn;ti(x) = ��n(x)for t 2 S and all indices n of computable functions �n of m variablessuch that1. 8x �n(x) 2 I�2. 8i (�n(i))2 <S t3. jtjS = � +mWe denote the set of all such indices hn; ti by I�+m and K�+m = f�i :i 2 I�+mg.� stage � (where � is limit): We set�hn;ti : ! ! [<�K�hn;ti(x) = ��n(x)for t 2 S and all indices n of computable functions �n of one variablesuch that1. 8x �n(x) 2 [<�I (and so, 8x j(�n(x))2jS < �)6



2. supi j(�n(i))2jS = �3. 8i (�n(i))2 <S t4. jtjS = �We denote the set of all such indices hn; ti by I� and K� = f�i : i 2I�g.Finally, we set HT = [<�K , I = [<�I and we say that � 2 HT hasrank j�j =  , if it was generated at stage  (i.e. it has an index inI).Note that for any object � we generate in the above de�nition, we simul-taneously code the stage it was generated into its index. This comes fromour requirement to be able to select not only a program of an object of lowerrank, but also the rank of that object.De�nition 3. We de�ne operators Sup; Inf; Lim; :� HT! R.If j�j = 0 then Sup � = �; Inf � = �; Lim � = �If j�j = � +m thenSup� = supi1 infi2 : : :�im 2Rz }| {Lim �(i)|{z}2K�Inf� = infi1 supi2 : : :�im 2Rz }| {Lim �(i)|{z}2K�Lim� = limi1 limi2 : : : limim 2Rz }| {Lim �(i)|{z}2K�And if j�j = � limit then 7



Sup� = supi 2Rz }| {Lim �(i)|{z}2[<aKInf� = infi 2Rz }| {Lim �(i)|{z}2[<aKLim� = limi 2Rz }| {Lim �(i)|{z}2[<aKIn the above equations (and more generally) we always assume that thesup, inf , lim on the right-hand side exist (and the function to which theyapply is total). And �nally we de�ne the S-hierarchy of reals:Sup0 = Inf0 = Lim0 = The computable numbersSup�+1 = fSup� : � 2 K�gInf�+1 = fInf� : � 2 K�gLim�+1 = fLim� : � 2 K�gSup� = [<�SupInf� = [<�InfLim� = [<�Limwhere � is limit.In a similar way we can de�ne the classes Supn; Infn; Limn of se-quences of n arguments for arbitrary n and the above de�nition would be aspecial case for n = 0. It is not di�cult to verify then the followingProposition 2. A sequence fxmg is in Sup+tn if there is fymkg 2 Supt+n(or Inft+n; or Limt+n) such that 8



xm = supk1 infk2 : : :�ktymkThe cases Inf+tn and Lim+tn are analogous.4 Normal form of the hierarchyIn this section we give a characterization of the reals belonging to a classK� . Then we prove that the hierarchy of reals is in fact independent of thesystem of notation S used in its de�nition. By �e we mean the e-th partialcomputable functional with rational values and fH(n)gn2S is the family ofsets de�ned as in the hyperarithmetical hierarchy (see [3]) but with S inplace of O. For reference we give the followingDe�nition 4. For a system of notation S de�ne the family of setsfH(n)gn2S as follows. For all n 2 S,H(n) = 8<: ; ; jnjS = 0(H(pS(n)))0 ; jnjS successorfhi; ji j j <S n ^ i 2 H(j)g ; jnjS limitTheorem 1. For any �n 2 HT we can �nd uniformly in its index n, pro-grams ei,qi and computable functions �i such that1. if j�nj is limit: Sup �n = supx �e1(H(�1(x)); x)Inf �n = infx �e2(H(�2(x)); x) (3)Lim �n = limx �e3(H(�3(x)); x)and� 8x �i(x) <S (n)2� j�nj = supx j�i(x)jS 9



2. if j�nj successor Sup �n = supx �q1(H((n)2); x)Inf �n = infx �q2(H((n)2); x) (4)Lim �n = limx �q3(H((n)2); x)provided that the expressions on the left part of the equations are de�ned.If j�nj = 0 then the index ei is that of the constant �n. Moreover in the above,the function under the sup is strictly increasing, and the function under theinf, strictly decreasing.In the proof of the theorem we use freely the basic facts for computablefunctions (as the smn theorem) and ordinal notations, as well as proposition1. We also use the followingLemma 3. Suppose that� f(x; y) = �e(H(�(x; y));x; y)� 8x; y �(x; y) <S ��(x)Then, we can �nd uniformly in �; ��; e a program e1 such thatf(x; y) = �e1(H(��(x)); x; y)Proof. From the de�nition of fH(n) : n 2 Sg it follows that we can �nduniformly in x; y an algorithm for the reduction H(x) �T H(y) (assumingx <S y). Now e1 says: take x; y as input to the program e but to any ques-tions which may occur during the computation answer in the wayH(�(x; y))would answer (by consulting H(��(x))).Proof of the theorem. First we give an algorithm which takes n and ifLim�n(x) exists for all x, then it outputs a program e and a computablefunction � such thatLim �n(x) = limy �e(H(�(x));x; y)and 10



1. if j�nj is limit then� j�nj = supx j�(x)jS� 8x �(x) <S (n)22. and if j�nj is successor then� j�nj = jbjS +m� 8x �(x) = bfor m > 0 and b <S (n)2 (jbjS is the maximum limit less than j�nj).Given n 2 I� the algorithm at some point will call itself but at an m 2 Iwhich is generated at an earlier stage according to de�nition (2), i.e. m 2 Ifor some  < �. Hence, after �nitely many calls it will reach some m 2 I0,in which case it is very easy to give an answer.The algorithmGiven n we see whether �n 2 K0. If yes, then we �nd the desired e; �.Otherwise, we check whether it belongs to a limit level K� of HT or to asuccessor level K�+m.� Case K�: By de�nition we have Lim�n(x) = Lim��(n)1(x). Now we can�nd uniformly in n functions �;m such that given x, j(�(n)1(x))2jS =j�(x)jS+m(x) where �(x) <S (�(n)1(x))2 and j�(x)jS limit, m(x) 2 !.So we have Lim�n(x) = limi1 : : : limim Lim��(n)1(x)(i)where m = m(x). By applying the algorithm itself on the index�(n)1(x) we get a program e and a function �1 with the propertyLim ��(n)1(x)(i) = limt �e(H(�(i; x)); x; i; t)and{ if m(x) = 0 : 8i �(i; x) <S �(x) (and supi j�(i; x)jS = �(x)){ if m(x) > 0 : 8i �(i; x) = �(x)11



From e; � and � we can �nd (by lemma 3) a program e1 such that�e(H(�(i; x)); x; i; t) = �e1(H(�(x)); x; i; t)and so we haveLim�n(x) = limi1 : : : limim limt �e1(H(�(x)); x; i; t)and we can assume that all the limits except the �rst one are �nite(because by proposition 1 we can �nd from e1 another program whichdoes the same job and this requirement is ful�lled). Now we knowfrom the proof of Shoen�eld's lemma that from e1 we can �nd e2 suchthat limi1 : : : limim limt �e1(H(�(x)); x; i; t) = limi �e2(H(�(x));x; i)where � takes x and applies m = m(x) times the successor functionalong the path of (n)2. We output e2 and �.� Case K�+m: By de�nition we haveLim�n(i) = Lim��(n)1(i) = limx Lim ��(n)1(i)(x)Now we call the algorithm for �(n)1(i) and (uniformly in n) we get aprogram e and a function � with properties as in case K� andLim ��(n)1(i)(x) = limy �e(H(�(i; x)); x; y; i)Now �nd e1; �� such thatLim �n(i) = limx limy �e1(H(��(i; x)); x; y; i) = limx �e1(H(��(i; x)); x; i)12



and 8x; i ��(i; x) <S (�(n)1)2(i) (we can do this because the operatorof proposition 1 is primitive recursive). In the same way as above,from �(n)1 , e1 and �� we can �nd e2 such that�e1(H(��(i; x)); x; i) = �e2(H((�(n)1(i))2); x; i)and so Lim �n(i) = limx �e2(H((�(n)1(i))2); x; i)We output e2; (�(n)1)2.One could think of the above algorithm as a recursion over the well-founded tree hI; <�i where n <� m () (n)2 <S (m)2. It is not di�cultto prove by induction up to the least ordinal which does not receive an S-notation, that the algorithm does its job.To prove the theorem, given n 2 I we check whether j(n)2jS is 0, succes-sor � +m or limit �. The case 0 is trivial.� Case � +m:Sup�n = supx1 infx2 : : :�xmLim�n(x) = supx1 infx2 : : :�xm limy �e(H(b);x; y)Now, as usual, we can assume that the sup; inf; lim are �nite (exceptfor the �rst one) and �nd e1 such thatsupx1 infx2 : : :�xm limy �e(H(b);x; y) = supx �e1(H((n)2); x)because from b applying m times the successor along (n)2 we get (n)2.We output e1.� Case �: Sup�n = supx Lim�n(x) = supx limy �e(H(�(x)); x; y) =supx �e1(H(suc(�(x); (n)2)); x)We output e1 and �� (where ��(x) = suc(�(x); (n)2)).13



The cases Inf; Lim are similar. �Note that any number of the form limx �q(H((n)2); x) can be written aslimx �e(H(�(x)); x) (with �(x) <S (n)2), and similarly with sup; inf.Theorem 2. The converse of theorem 1 holds, i.e. given a real of the form� supx �e(H(�(x)); x)� jmj = supx j�(x)jS = limit� 8x �(x) <S mwe can �nd uniformly in e , �, a program n such thatsupx �e(H(�(x)); x) = Sup�hn;miand given a real of the form� supx �e(H(m); x)� m 2 S� jmjS successorwe can �nd uniformly in e and m an index n such thatsupx �e(H(m); x) = Sup�nAn analogous result holds for the cases of Inf; Lim.Proof. An algorithm is needed similar to the one of the proof of theorem 1but doing the converse job. The details are omitted.The above two theorems give a characterization of the real numberswhich belong to a class (e.g. Sup�) of the hierarchy in terms of sup; inf; limof a function f : N! Q.When we say that a � 2 HT is on a particular branch (of hI; <�i) we meanthat its index lies on that branch. The following question arises: supposewe are given two branches of hI; <�i of the same length. Then, would thecorresponding classes of sup � for � on the one or the other branch di�er?The following theorem says no. 14



Theorem 3. Suppose we are given n and m lying on hI; <�i such thatj(n)2jS = j(m)2jS. We can �nd uniformly in n;m a program e and a function� such that if Sup�n is de�ned, then1. if j�nj limit� Sup�n = supx�e(H(�(x)); x)� 8x �(x) <S (m)22. if j�nj successor Sup�n = supx �e(H((m)2); x)Similarly for Inf; Lim.In the proof we use implicitly some lemmas which where originally proved(by Spector) for the case of S = O (see [3]) but the same proofs work for anarbitrary system S (by replacing <O with <S).Lemma 4. [x 2 S & y 2 S & jxjS = jyjS ] =) H(x) �T H(y);uniformly in x and y. And[x 2 S & y 2 S & jxjS = jyjS = successor] =) H(x) � H(y);uniformly in x and y.Lemma 5. For x 2 S fu : u 2 S & jujS = jxjSgis recursive in H(x)00.Proof of the theorem. If j�nj limit,de�ne �(x) = suc(suc(�1(x))) (�1 is from the theorem 1) and the pro-gram e says: 15



start enumerating the <S - predecessors of (m)2 until you �ndthe one x with jxjS = j�1(x)jS . Now run the program e1 oftheorem 1 and to any questions that may occur, answer them inthe way H(�1(x)) would answer them (by consulting H(�(x)),as we have H(�1(x)) �T H(�(x)) uniformly in x).If j�nj successor,we can �nd uniformly in n;m a computable isomorphism for the equiv-alence H((n)2) � H((m)2). The program e now says: take x and apply e1of theorem 1. To any questions that may occur, answer the way H((n)2)would answer by consulting H((m)2).The cases Inf; Lim are similar. �Note that in the above theorem it is enough to have j(n)2jS � j(m)2jSinstead of j(n)2jS = j(m)2jS .So far our hierarchy of reals is dependent on a �xed system of notationS. And we saw that this hierarchy remains the same if we take as system ofnotation any branch of S. So we only need to consider univalent systems ofnotation. 4 But it is well known that any univalent system of notation (i.e.a branch of a system of notation) is computably isomorphic to a branch ofKleene's O. So, by combining the above results we getCorolarry 1. The hierarchy of reals de�ned in de�nition 3 is independentof the system of notation S used in the sense that if S assigns notations tothe ordinals up to � 2 On and S 0 up to � 2 On with � � � then the �rsthierarchy is an initial segment of the second.5 The hierarchy theoremThus we have de�ned a unique hierarchy of reals which we get if we takeS to be a maximal system of notation (i.e. one which assigns notations toall ordinals up to !CK1 ). The next theorem asserts that the hierarchy nevercollapses.Theorem 4. For all �; � < !CK1Sup� ( Sup�; Inf�; Lim�� < � =) Inf� ( Inf�; Sup�; Lim�Lim� ( Lim�; Inf�; Sup�4a univalent system of notation is one that assigns exactly one notation to every ordinallying on an initial segment of the ordinals. 16



De�nition 5. In the following we write f �wtt� ;� if � is limit and� f(x) = �(H(�(x));x)� supx j�(x)jS = �� 8x �(x) lie on a branch of a system of notation Sor if � is successor and f �T H(y) for jyjS = � (S a system of notation).We know from the above that this de�nition is independent of S.Proof of theorem 4. The inclusions � follow from theorem 1. We want toprove e.g. Sup� � Sup�+1 when � is limit. Assume that � is a computablefunction whose successive values form a sequence of notations for ordinalstending to �. Its enough to de�ne a diagonal sequence fxsg �wtt� ;� whichful�lls the requirements:Rhe;ii : �e(H(�(i)); s) total& strictly decreasing � =) x = sups xs 6= infs �e(H(�(i)); s)and in particular we can make them di�er at their he; ii-th digit. Butsuch a number inf s�e(H(�(i)); s) will be of the form y = 0:y1y2 : : : in binaryexpansion where� yk = lims �e�(H(�(i)); s; k)� the limit is �nite with modulus of convergence not more than k + 2� all values of �s:�e�(H(�(i)); s; k) equal 0 or 1So it is enough to �nd a sequence ftsg �wtt� ;� such that8s fhe;ii(s) := �e(H(�(i)); s; he; ii) 2 f0; 1g8s � he; ii+ 2 fhe;ii(s) = fhe;ii(he; ii+ 2) � =)the;ii = 1� lims �e(H(�(i)); s; he; ii)In that case our diagonal real would be x = 0:t1t2 : : : (as binary expan-sion). To �nd the;ii check whether �e(H(�(i)); he; ii+ 2; he; ii) is de�ned. Ifnot, put the;ii = 0. Otherwise putthe;ii = 1� �e(H(�(i)); he; ii+ 2; he; ii)17



It is now easy to see that our requirements are ful�lled and also thatftsg �wtt� ;�.In the case of a successor ordinal � + 1 we have to diagonalize over allsupx�e(H(t0); x) (jt0jS = �) within Sup�+1 and the proof is similar (eveneasier).Also, the rest of the cases are proved in the same way (for the case ofLim� ( Inf� take the diagonal sequence which starts with 0:1111 : : : andits n-th term is 0:t1t2 : : : tn111 : : :). �Theorem 5. If m > 0 and � limit and computable then� Sup�+m+1 \ Inf�+m+1 = Lim�+m� Sup�+1 \ Inf�+1 ) Lim�� Sup� = Inf� = Lim�and for any computable ordinal �Sup� [ Inf� ( Sup�+1 \ Inf�+1Proof. This proof is in a sense a relativization of the proof of Lemma 3.3 in[5]. It is not di�cult to see that a number x in Sup�+m+1 can be written asx = supi infj f1(i; j)with� f1 �wtt� ;�+m�1� f1(i; j)< f1(i; j + 1)� supj f1(i; j)> supj f1(i+ 1; j)A dual statement holds for a number x in Inf�+m+1:x = infi supj f2(i; j)with 18



� f2 �wtt� ;�+m�1� f2(i; j)> f2(i; j + 1)� infj f2(i; j)< infj f2(i+ 1; j)We have infj f2(i; j) < x < supj f1(i; j). We de�ne the following func-tion: e(i) = �j[f2(i; j)< f1(i; j)]It is e �wtt� ;�+m�1. De�nef(i) = f2(i; e(i))and we have f �wtt� ;�+m�1. It isinfj f2(i; j)� f2(i; e(i)) = f(i) < f1(i; e(i))� supj f1(i; j)So limi f(i) = x which means that x 2 Lim�+m. To prove that Sup�+1 \Inf�+1 ) Lim� it is enough to de�ne a diagonal real as in the proof oftheorem 4 (in the case of limit ordinal �). The rest of the theorem followseasily.6 Relation to the hyperarithmetical hierarchyAs mentioned in the introduction, a real number x can be seen as a functionN ! N, e.g. the characteristic function of the set A which correspondsto its binary expansion (n 2 A () the n-th digit of x is 1). So, thehyperarithmetical hierarchy of classical computability theory also applies toreals and the question is how do these hierarchies relate to each other (theyhave the same height). The following theorem shows that the hierarchyde�ned in this paper is wider than the hyperarithmetical hierarchy (but thetwo hierarchies contain the same class of reals).De�nition 6 (Kleene). De�ne the hyperarithmetical hierarchy as follows5. Let � =  +m where  is limit or 0 and  = jyjO for y 2 O. De�ne5usually the classes which correspond to limit levels below are not considered and arereplaced by the corresponing classes of the next level. However we include them, as wedid in the de�nition of our hierarchy, because they are important classes.19



�0� = �H(y)m�0� = �H(y)m�0� = �0� \ �0�Lemma 6. If a set is H-c.e. where H is a hyperarithmetical set of a limitlevel (i.e. H = H(y), for y 2 O; jyjO limit), then it is also enumerated by afunction of the form: f(n) = �(H(�(n));n)where � is any computable function such that� 8n �(n) <S y1� supi j�(i)jS = jy1jOand S any system of notation which assigns notation to jyjO and jy1jS =jyjO.Proof. Let m0 2 H . Without loss of generality we assume S = O and� <O - increasing. Suppose that A is enumerated by �(H ;n). Note thatH = fhi; ji : i 2 H(j)^ j <O yg. Now at stage s we enumerate the <O -predecessors (which appear by the s-th stage of the particular enumeration)of �(0); �(1); : : : ; �(s), in a set Ds. Then we run the computation �(H ;n)for each n < s and if some question "hi; ji 2 H ? " occurs we do the follow-ing: check whether j 2 Ds. If not, output m0 and forget this (un�nished)computation for this stage. If yes, then answer the question (which is re-ally about whether "i 2 H(j) ?") by consulting H(�(s)), and continue thecomputation doing the same thing, until the computation is �nished (so yououtput the result) or canceled because we are unable to answer a question(this is the case when j =2 Ds). After cancel or �nish all computations forn < s, go to stage s+1. It is not di�cult to see that the program we de�neddoes its job (if equipped with the "variable-oracle" H(�(n))).Proposition 3. (i) If � is successor thenA 2 �0�(�0�)): x[A] 2 Sup�(Inf�)20



and if � is limitA 2 �0�(= �0�) () x[A] 2 Sup�(= Inf�)and for any  < !CK1 A 2 �0 () x[A] 2 Lim(ii) A 2 �11 () x[A] 2 [<!CK1 LimProof. The only interesting part is to �nd a set A =2 �0� such that x = x[A] 2Sup� (we can similarly do the dual case). Let � =  + 1. Our requirementsare: Re : x 6= 0:WHewhere 0:A = x[A] and H is a set of the hyperarithmetical hierarchy oflevel  (i.e. H = H(y) for some y 2 O with jyjO = ). This is becauseA 2 �0� () A is c.e. in H . Now we keep the 2e + 1 - th place in thedecimal expansion of x, for the e-th requirement. We start with the rational0:001010101 : : : . At stage s we have an enumeration ofWHi for i < s and weoutput the rational we had in the previous stage with the following changes:We check for each 2i + 1 < s whether it belongs to the set of elements of0:Wi so far enumerated. If yes, we put 0 in the 2i + 1-th position and 1 inthe 2i position. Our sequence is increasing, and its supremum x will satisfyall of our requirements. Moreover the sequence is of the form �(H(y);n), if successor, or �(H(�(n));n) (with 8n �(n) <O y and supn j�(n)jO = ) if limit (the last due to lemma 6) 6.To prove �0 = Lim use Shoen�eld's lemma and note that for any functionof the form f(n) = �(H(y);n) where jyjO =  limit, there exists f� �wtt� ;such that limn f(n) = limi f�(i).6the idea for this diagonalization is from Downey[1].21



7 Fixed point theoremsIn this section we prove two �xed point theorems regarding computationwith a non-�xed oracle, i.e. of the form f(x) = �(H(�(x)); x). Here, �denotes a computable functional with rational values.Lemma 7. (i) If A is a computable set and N � A does not contain acollection of indices for all partial computable functions , then everycomputable function f has a �xed point in A. Moreover, given A wecan �nd it uniformly in f . 7(ii) If A �T B and N� A does not contain a collection of indices for allpartial computable functions , then every B- computable function fhas a �xed point in A. Moreover, given A we can �nd it uniformly inB and f .(iii) The above (i), (ii) hold for functionals instead of functions: If A �TB and N � A does not contain a collection of indices for all partialcomputable functionals, then for every B- computable function f , givenA we can �nd uniformly in B and f an e 2 A such that ��(e) ' �e.Proof. (i) Take f�(x) = � f(x); x 2 Ax0; otherwisewhere 8x =2 A :[�x ' �x0 ] (and so x0 2 A). Then choose b such that�f�(�x(x)) ' ��b(x)Now the �xed point �b(b) is in A.(ii) This is a relativization of (i).(iii) The proof is similar to the above.7From this, it follows easily that every partial computable function  with Dom containing the set of indices of a partial computable function, has a �xed point.22



Theorem 6. Suppose that f(s; n) ' �e(H(�d(s)); s; n) for some indices e; dof partial computable functions. Then we can �nd (;0� <S )0 - uniformly ine; d an index e� such that:f(s; n) ' �e�(H(�e�(s)); s; n)Proof. Take A = fx : 8n[�d(n) #=) �d(n) <S �x(n)]gA can be decided by a (;0� <S)0 -oracle. Obviously 8x =2 A; :[�d ' �x].De�ne (uniformly in e; d) a total function g such that:�g(x)(H(�x(s)); s; n) ' �e(H(�d(s)); s; n)whenever �d(s) <S �x(s). By lemma 7 we can �nd (;0� <S)0- e�ectivelyan index e� 2 A such that �g(e�) ' �e� .So we have �e�(H(�e(s)); s; n) ' �e(H(�d(s)); s; n) (5)when �d(s) <S �e�(s). But since e 2 A, (5) is true for all s.Theorem 7. Suppose that f(s; n) ' ��e(s)(H(�d(s));n) for some indicese; d of partial computable functions. Then we can �nd (;0� <S)0 - uniformlyin e; d an index e� such that:f(s; n) ' ��e�(s)(H(�e�(s));n)Proof. The only di�erence from the previous proof is that now we �nd gsuch that ��g(x)(s)(H(�x(s));n) ' ��e(s)(H(�d(s));n)23
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